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Green Light Habits 
You drive a car. You speed up every time see a yellow light. You seldom signal 

when you turn. You don’t use a hands-free phone system. You are begging to be 

pulled over. You will be, probably repeatedly. Become a better driver by changing 

your habits. Life & Basketball is about you being a better “Driver”, about you 

being a better you. 

This is the intro issue. This is the A Side. The A side talks about life. The B 

Side talks about basketball. They complement each other. Read and use the stuff 

on both sides. Do it diligently and your life will get better. 

 

Life Skills  

1. Make better decisions – You’ll encounter fewer roadblocks 

a. You have a choice in everything. Happiness is a choice! 

2. Find a job – Learn how to look for one 

a. Use online resources, job services and friends 

3. Get Help – Ask the right questions in the right places 

a. Know how to get service anywhere from anyone 

4. Learn trust – Trust the right people 

a. Trust SOMEONE in the areas you need help 

5. Make new friends - Are your friends really your friends? 

a. There are friends and get high buddies. Know the difference 

6. Feel better – Eat better 

a. Cheeseburgers and shakes don’t make you healthy 

7. Get smart – More education will make your life better 

a.  Go (back) to school, Read books online at the NYPL 

8. Get skills – In areas you are interested in, the more the better 

a. Get training – There are lots of free programs out there 

9. Get fit – Your life may depend on it 

a. Don’t smoke, exercise at home, you don’t need a health club 

10. Start a wholesome, healthy hobby 

a.  Reading, writing, drawing, running, swimming, BASKETBALL 

 

Living better starts with you getting better. It doesn’t happen overnight but good 

decisions add up. If you get in the habit of asking the right questions and making 

the right decisions, you will find out that you’re on the right road: The road that 

gets you to where you want to be!  
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Make Varsity in Ten Weeks - Shooting & Conditioning 

This workout will make you a better than average basketball player because you will 

be a better shooter with both hands, have more core strength and greater 

endurance than your teammates. This is a tough workout with no "buddy" system. 

It requires motivation dedication and discipline. 

 

Make Varsity in Ten Weeks - Shooting and Conditioning 

1. Holding a basketball in a shooting position, elbows close to the body, lay on 

your back on the floor with your feet together. 

2. Pick a target in space about 5-7’ up. 

3. Start with and keep your elbows close to your body. 

4. Shoot straight up through the shoulder. 

5. Breathe out as you shoot. 

6. Keep your fingers spread. 

7. Don't let the ball touch your palm. 

8. Flick your wrist and roll the ball off your fingertips to create good 

"rotation". 

9. Hit your “target” every time. 

10. The ball should go straight up and come straight down every time. 

11. Your off-hand is your guide hand. Keep it relaxed but straight. 

12. 10 times right hand. 

13. 10 times left hand. 

14. 10 times two-handed pass from just under your chin.  

15. Put the ball down and do 10 reps of each of the following: 

 

 Sit-ups/curls 

 Push-ups 

 Supermans 

 Spidermans (mountain 

climbers) 

 Squats 

 Toe raises 

 Lunges (step back) 

 Burpees (squat thrust) 

 Jumping jacks 

 Knee ups (jump up bringing 

knees to chest) 

 

NOTES: Do each exercise without stopping to rest in between. You have just 

completed one Superset. Repeat the Superset from the beginning. 

Do 4 Supersets. Do this every other day for 4 weeks. After 4 weeks, add 1 

Superset every other day every week until you are doing 10 Supersets: 100 push-

ups! 
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